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TEXTURED NONWETTING SURFACES FOR POWER PLANT CONDENSERS
ABSTRACT
Steam condensation is a significant part of thermoelectric power generation
worldwide, whose efficiency is directly tied to condensation heat transfer
effectiveness. In recent years, there has been a flurry of research reports on textured
superhydrophobic and liquid infused porous surfaces that promise fantastic
enhancements in surface phenomena such as condensation, drag reduction,
convection heat transfer, corrosion and fouling. Most of these studies, however, are
conducted on model surfaces or in a narrow range of conditions that don’t directly
scale to practical systems. This talk will present viable approaches for creating
textured superhydrophobic and liquid infused nonwetting surfaces on engineering
materials that are scalable in practice. Through systematic experimental and
theoretical studies, conditions and applications where nonwetting surfaces are useful
will be delineated. Focusing on application to power plant condensers, we will journey from the microstructure to the system
level technoeconomic considerations to understand the extent of improvements in performance and levelized cost of
condensers enabled by textured nonwetting surfaces.
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